Abstract-Detecting hand actions from ego-centric depth sequences is a practically challenging problem, owing mostly to the complex and dexterous nature of hand articulations as well as non-stationary camera motion. We address this problem via a Hough transform based approach coupled with a discriminatively learned error-correcting component to tackle the well known issue of incorrect votes from the Hough transform. In this framework, local parts vote collectively for the start & end positions of each action over time. We also construct an in-house annotated dataset of 300 long videos, containing 3,177 singleaction subsequences over 16 action classes collected from 26 individuals. Our system is empirically evaluated on this real-life dataset for both the action recognition and detection tasks, and is shown to produce satisfactory results. To facilitate reproduction, the new dataset and our implementation are also provided online.
I. INTRODUCTION Recent development of ego-centric vision systems provide rich opportunities as well as new challenges. Besides the well-known Google Glass [1] , more recent systems such as Metaview Spaceglasses [2] and Oculus Rift [3] have started to incorporate depth cameras for ego-centric 3D vision. A commonplace shared by these ego-centric cameras is the fact that they are mobile cameras. Also, the interpretation of hand actions in such scenarios is known to be a critical problem [4] , [5] , [6] . Meanwhile, facilitated by emerging commodity-level depth cameras [7] , [8] , noticeable progress has been made in hand pose estimation and tracking [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . The problem of hand action detection from mobile depth sequences however remains unaddressed.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , in this paper we address this problem in the context of an ego-centric vision system. Due to the diversity in hand shapes, sizes and variations in hand actions, it could be difficult to differentiate actions from other dynamic motions in the background. The difficulty of the problem is further compounded in the presence of a non-stationary camera as considered here. Our contribution in this paper is three-fold.
(1) To our knowledge this is the first such academic effort to provide an effective and close to real time solution for hand action detection from mobile ego-centric depth sequences. (2) We propose a novel error-correcting mechanism to tackle the bottleneck issue of incorrect votes from Hough transform which has been shown to degrade prediction performance [16] , [17] , [18] . This follows from our observation that voting errors frequently exhibit patterns that can be exploited to gain more knowledge. (3) We make available our comprehensive, inhouse annotated ego-centric hand action dataset 1 on which the proposed method is thoroughly evaluated. The errorcorrecting module is also examined with a series of tasks on a synthetic dataset. The empirical evaluations demonstrated that the proposed method is highly competitive and validates that our approach is able to pick out subtleties such as fine finger movements as well as coarse hand motions.
II. RELATED WORKS A. Action Recognition and Detection
The problem of action recognition and detection is a classic topic in vision. Traditionally the focus has been more on looking at full-body human activities such as "skipping" or "jumping" [19] : For example, the problem of action detection is addressed in [20] using context free grammars. It has also been observed in [21] that very short sequences (also referred to as snippets, usually of 5-7 frames in length) are usually sufficient to identify the action type of the entire action duration. Single key-frames and local space-time interest point features are also utilized in [22] to detect drinking action type from realistic movie scenarios. Yuan et al. [23] focus on improving search efficiency, while [24] resorts to contexture cues and convolutional neural networks. The work of Yao et al. [25] is perhaps the most related, in which a probabilistic Hough forest framework is proposed for action recognition. An interesting method is proposed in [26] to use human fullbody action detection to help with pose analysis. Meanwhile, daily activity datasets of first-person color camera view has been established and studied by several groups [27] , [28] for applications such as life-logging and tele-rehabilitation. There are also recent works on action recognition using recurrent neural network approaches [29] , [30] . Very recently, more research efforts have focused on action recognition from depth sequences [31] : For instance, an action-let ensemble model is proposed in [32] to characterize individual action classes and intra-class variances; The problem of multi-label action detection problem is considered in [33] with a structural SVM model. The work of [34] is among the few efforts to further explore head-mount RGB-D camera for action recognition. Nevertheless, hand action detection still lacks thorough investigation, especially for depth cameras in the context of mobile ego-centric vision.
Related works on hand action recognition and detection are relatively scarce. Among the early works on hand gesture recognition, Lee and Kim [35] study the usage of a hidden Markov model (HMM) based on hand tracking trajectories. The emergence of consumer depth cameras significantly revolutionized the landscape of this field, where upper or full body skeleton estimation [36] is shown to be a powerful feature for the related problem of sign language recognition [37] . Recently, multi-sensor hand gesture recognition systems [38] , [39] are proposed in a car driving environment with stationary rear cameras aimed at the driver. We note in passing that in-car cameras are usually stationary while in this paper the ego-centric vision refers to the general case of non-stationary cameras, and in particular we look at head-mount cameras. Therefore, adjacent image frames are not aligned any more and usual techniques such as background subtraction are not applicable. Furthermore, the Kinect human body skeleton estimation becomes inapplicable as the camera is head-mounted.
B. Hough Transform
As probably one of the most widely used computer vision techniques, the Hough transform is first introduced by [40] , initially as a line extraction method. It is subsequently reformulated by [41] to its current form and extended to detect circles. Furthermore, Ballard [42] develops the Generalized Hough transform to detect arbitrary shapes. In a typical Hough transform procedure, a set of local parts is captured to sufficiently represent the object of interest. Then, each of the local parts vote for a particular position [42] . Finally in the voting space, computed as score functions of the vote counts over all parts, an object is detected by mode-seeking the locations receiving the most significant score.
An important and more recent development due to [43] is its extension to a probabilistic formulation to incorporate a popular part-based representation, the visual Bag-of-Words (BoW). This is commonly referred to as the Implicit Shape Model (ISM), as follows. Formally, consider an object of interest as x, and its label as y ∈ Y, where Y is a set of feasible object categories. The position of the object in voting space is characterized by e.g. its nominal central location and scale in images or videos, and is collectively denoted as Λ. In our context, the object x is captured by a number of (say
, and the number may vary from one object to another. Denote by f i the feature descriptor of a local part which is observed at a relative location 2 l i . As a result, e i := {f i , l i }. We consider a visual Bag-of-Words representation, and denote by c k the k-th codebook entry of the weight vector for a local part e i . The score function now becomes
which recovers Eq.(5) of [43] . The voting space is thus obtained by computing the score function over every position Λ. The seminal work of ISM [43] has greatly influenced the recent development of Hough transform-like methods (e.g. [44] , [45] ), where the main emphases are on improving voting and integration with learning methods. Specifically the large-margin formulation of Hough Transform [44] is closely related. Moreover, the generality of Hough transform on how each of the local parts could vote enables myriad part-to-vote conversion strategies. Instead of the BoW strategy of [43] , [44] , Hough forests [45] are proposed which can be regarded as generating discriminatively learned codebooks. There are also related works examining Hough vote consistency in the context of 2D object detection and recognition. A latent Hough transform model is studied in [16] to enforce the consistency of votes. In [46] , the grouping, correspondences, and transformation of 2D parts are initialized by a bottomup grouping strategy, which are then iteratively optimized till convergence. In [47] , the hypothesis and its correspondences to the 2D parts are updated by greedy inference in a probabilistic framework. Our work is significantly different from these efforts: (1) Instead of exploring only the consistency of correct votes, we also seek to rectify the impact of incorrect votes, such that both correct and incorrect votes can contribute to improve the performance. (2) Rather than iteratively optimize complex objectives, with many unknown variables [46] , [47] , that are often computationally expensive and prone to local minima, our algorithm is simple and efficient as the process involves only linear operations. (3) The above mentioned algorithms are designed for 2D object detection, which cannot be directly applied in the temporal context considered in this paper.
C. Related work on Error Correcting Output Codes
The concept of error correcting or error control has been long established in information theory and coding theory communities [48] , which has been recently employed for multiclass Classification [49] . It is shown in [50] that there is an interesting analogy between the standard Hough transform method and error correction codes in the context of curve fitting.
III. OUR APPROACH
Inspired by [21] , we consider the employment of snippets as our basic building blocks, where a temporal sliding window is used to densely extract snippets from video clips. Each snippet thus corresponds to such a temporal window and is subsequently used to place a vote for both the action type and its start & end positions under the Hough transform framework. This dense voting strategy nevertheless leads to many uninformative and even incorrect local votes where either the action type or its start/end locations could be wrong. In what follows we propose an error correcting map to explicitly characterize these local votes, where the key assumption here is that for a particular action type, the patterns of accumulated local votes are relatively stable. The patterns refer to spatial and categorical distributional information of the collection of local votes obtained from the snippets in training set, which include the correct local votes as well as the incorrect votes. a) A Preprocessing
Step: Hand Normalization: To facilitate the follow-up feature generation, as a preprocessing step we normalize the hand position, in-plane orientation, and size. Assume that a hand is present in each depth image. During this step the hand location, orientation, and size are estimated using Hough forest [13] . This is achieved by jointly voting for the 3D location, in-plane orientation, and size of the hand on each pixel, then the local maxima in the accumulated voting space is located by mean-shift [13] . Based on these triplet information, the hand image patches are further normalized such that in what follows we would work with a canonical upright hand with a fixed patch size as exemplified in Fig. 2 . In this paper the patch size is fixed to 120 × 160 pixels.
b) Local Votes from Snippets: After the aforementioned preprocessing step, a sliding window of length w s is used to densely extract (with step size 1) snippets from the temporal zones in video clips where hand actions take place. Each snippet thus corresponds to a temporal subsequence of fixed length w s , and at each frame, it contains the normalized hand patch as well as the estimated hand location and orientation. At test run, a snippet is subsequently used to place a vote for the action type as well as its start and end positions.
To simplify the matter, for the target position to be voted, the center position of current sliding window is nominally used here only for illustration purpose as in Fig. 3(a) . In practice, the start or end positions are used instead. In other words, the nominal center position is replaced in practice by either the start or the end positions separately. Now, consider a relatively larger sliding temporal window of length w t > w s that contains multiple snippets. We further denote its nominal center location Λ, and assume that this temporal window is overlapped with one of the action subsequences with action type y. This sliding window will be the corner-stone of our paper in producing the Hough voting score. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , given a snippet e i located at l i in such a temporal window, let δΛ denote the quantized temporal deviation from the snippet location to a positionΛ it might vote for, andŷ be a possible action type. Denote δΛ the quantized deviation from the snippet location to the center position of current sliding window. The quantization of δΛ and δΛ is necessary here since the temporal frames are already quantized. Now we would like to learn the probability distribution of temporal offsets δΛ, δΛ and class labelŷ, which can be factorized as
Two random forests are trained for this purpose: The first forest, a classification random forest T c , models the classification probability p(ŷ|e i ), while the second one is a conditional regression forest T r that represents the conditional probability p(δΛ|ŷ, e i ). The term p(δΛ|e i ) explicitly displays the quantization process: δΛ is a random variable indexing over the bins after quantization. Then p(δΛ|e i ) = 1 for one bin where the deviation of location of e i to Λ falls exactly under it, and p(δΛ|e i ) = 0 when δΛ refers to any other bins. For both forests, two sets of features are used for binary tests in the split nodes: The first is the commonly-used set of features that measures the absolute difference of two spatiotemporal 3D offsets [11] in the normalized hand patches. It is complemented by the second set of features which considers the 6D parameters of estimated hand location and orientation from hand localization. In addition, the standard Shannon entropy of multivariate Gaussian distribution [13] is used to compute information gains at the split nodes. Votes from these local snippets however produce a fair amount of local errors. These voting errors could be categorized into two types: large temporal deviation (the start & end positions) and inter-class confusion. The large temporal deviation arises from various reasons, including
• Temporal rate variation: The scale and speed of actions may vary notably in practice across subjects and at different times; • Repetitive pattern: For example, in action "asl-blue" that will be formally introduced later, the hand is flipped twice, and it is difficult to predict whether it should be the first flip or the second, when one only focuses on a short action snippet at a time; • Manual labeling inconsistency: The annotation of start and end positions may be inconsistent in training data. Meantime, inter-class confusion refers to scenarios when a snippet is mistakenly categorized into an incorrect action type. For example, since a snippet extracted from action "asl-milk" could be similar to that from action "ui-doubleclick", they may be confused when placing the local vote. An important observation here is that both temporal deviations and interclass confusions often exhibit specific patterns that could be exploited potentially. These observations lead us to propose in what follows a novel mechanism to cope with and even benefit from these local errors. c) Our Error Correcting Hough Transform (ECHT): The central piece of Hough transform lies in the score function defined for the voting space, as has been elaborated in the previous section. In this paper, we consider a linear additive score function of an object with label y at position Λ as,
The score function is additive in term of local votes with each being defined as s i := W A systematic temporal error analysis using the synthetic dataset. x-axis denotes the temporal additive Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation σ, while y-axis presents the average temporal deviations from the ground-truths.
is decomposed into local snippet-based features Φ Λ (x) := i φ Λ (e i ). Consider for example the large-margin formulation of Hough Transform in [44] , which amounts to being a relaxation of (1) to non-probabilistic function forms: by reducing p(y|c k , l i ) to p(y|c k ), and by denoting the weight vector as w y := (· · · , p(y|c k ), · · · ), the linear form of (3) is obtained,
. This is exactly the large-margin formulation of ISM described in Eq.(12) of [44] .
In our context, since the local votes from snippets contain noticeable amount of errors, it is necessary to consider an error-control mechanism. This motivates us to consider, instead of the BoW approach as studied in e.g. [43] , [44] , a new linear map that explicitly characterizing errors from local votes:
As illustrated in Fig. 3(b) , given an action type y, W y =    . . .
w (y)
δΛ,δΛ,ŷ . . .
  
denotes a column vector obtained by concatenating the parameters over the range of three-dimensional error correcting space of δΛ, δΛ andŷ, with each element p Λ, y|δΛ, δΛ,ŷ denoting a particular parameter. In a similar way, each element of Φ Λ (x) is i p δΛ, δΛ,ŷ|e i , which encodes the local vote obtained from the snippet e i using random forests as in Eq. (2). p(e i ) is uniformly distributed and is thus ignored as being a constant factor. , we can learn the parameter vector W y during the training phase as follows. For each of the action subsequences in video clips, we randomly sample subsequences around it. For each such subsequence x i of action type y i and start/end positions Λ i , its ground-truth voting score S Λi (y i ) is defined as the intersection over union of the sampled subsequence and the action subsequence. The training objective amounts to estimating the parameter W y that minimizing the discrepancy between the ground-truth and the computed scores over all training subsequences, plus a regularization term of W y :
where · denotes the vector norm, c a trade-off constant, i indexes over all the training subsequences, and Φ Λ (x i ) considers all the snippets within the current subsequence x i . In this paper, we consider the -insensitive loss [51] for d(·) and the problem is solved by linear support vector regression (SVR) [51] . At test run, given a test example consisting of a set of snippets x = {e i }, the action detection problem boils down to finding those S EC Λ (y) ≥ δ tst with a threshold δ tst and with the help of non-maximal suppression.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
An in-house dataset has been constructed for hand action detection as illustrated in Fig. 1 , where the videos are collected from a head-mount depth camera (i.e. time-of-flight depth camera Softkinetic DS325). The spatial resolution of this depth sensor is 320 × 240 pixels, while the horizontal and vertical field-of-view are 74
• and 58
• , respectively. The video clips are acquired at a frame rate of 15 frames per second (FPS). We consider 16 hand action classes, with ten classes from ASL (American sign language) and the rest six from UI (user interface applications), as follows: asl-bathroom, aslblue, asl-green, asl-j, asl-milk, asl-scissors, asl-where, aslyellow, asl-you, asl-z, ui-circle, ui-click, ui-doubleclick, uikeyTap, ui-screenTap, ui-swipe. During data acquisition, the distance of hand to camera varies from 210mm to 600mm, with the average distance of 415mm.
The following methods are considered during empirical evaluations:
• ECHT: The proposed full-fledged approach with an error correcting map for both temporal error and inter-class confusion.
• ECHT-T: A degraded variant of ECHT with only temporal error correction.
• ECHT-C: A degraded variant of ECHT with only interclass confusion correction.
• Standard HT: Standard Hough forest method using a Dirac function for class prediction, and a Gaussian distribution smoothing function over the estimations of temporal start/end positions, which can be regarded as a adaptation of the state-of-the-art method [25] ) in our problem.
• HMM1 & HMM2: Two variants of the standard HMM for action recognition tasks following e.g. [35] to train a HMM for each action class. For HMM1 we use the normalized 3D hand movement feature and HoG features from normalized hand patches, while for HMM2 we use only the HoG feature. A systematic inter-class error analysis using the synthetic dataset. x-axis denotes the additive Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation σ, while y-axis presents the average F1 score.
Throughout our experiments, for both Hough forests T c and T r , the number of trees is set to 20, and the tree depth is set to 20 by default.Λ ∈ R is used to refer to either the start or end positions of current action subsequence, as these two boundary positions are voted independently. The error correcting cubic space of δΛ, δΛ andŷ are quantized into 8×8×16 sub-cubes. = 0.01 and c = 1 for the SVR problem [51] . In term of evaluation criteria, a correct prediction is defined as an image subsequence with intersection-over-union ratio greater than 0.5 when comparing to the ground-truth action subsequence, and with correctly predicted action label. This naturally leads to the consideration of using precision, recall, as well as F1 score as the performance evaluation criteria. Following standard definition, F1 score is a harmonic mean of precision and recall, which is defined as F 1 = 2 · precision·recall precision+recall .
A. Synthetic Experiments
To facilitate in-depth analysis of the proposed ECHT approach under a controlled environment, we carry out a series of experiments on a synthetic dataset simulating simplified scenarios. During these experiments, a training set of about 2,500 such short temporal sequences with 16 action classes and test set of 5 long sequences with assorted actions are generated. In practice, errors in the local votes could be due to a systematic bias (i.e. a simple version of it is all the votes are added up by a fixed constant), random (i.e. addition Gaussian noise) or a combination of both. Large magnitude random errors would be hard for any mechanism to correct over. On the other hand, we hypothesize that errors of systematically biased nature can be fully accounted for and corrected for our ECHT approach, while this type of errors remain noncorrectable for standard HT. To demonstrate this on temporal and inter-class errors we performed two sets of experiments.
e) Experiments on Temporal Error Analysis: Here each local vote for the start point of its action sequence is purposely left-shifted by a value equal to B t along with an additional Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ. Over a single traintest pass, the value of B t is kept constant. There are no errors introduced in the votes for the action type. Figures 5(a)  and (b) show the average deviation in the predicted start location of actions from the ground truth for various σ and B t . For the trivial case of σ = 0 and B t = 0, both ECHT and the standard HT deliver exact predictions. For σ = 0 but with increasing B t , there is a corresponding decrease in performance of the standard HT, which relies purely on the local votes. In contrast, ECHT manages to account for this systematic shift and produce exact predictions. With increasing σ there is a degradation in the performance of both methods. which is consistent with the fact that random noise is hard to control for. Note ECHT-T and ECHT-C are not shown and the former one performs exactly the same as ECHT while the latter one being the same as the standard HT. Besides, to produce this and the next figures, ten experimental repeats are performed independently for each parameter set.
f) Experiments on Inter-class Error Analysis: In these set of experiments, the local votes for the start and end positions of actions are untouched. Instead, all the votes for action type are perturbed. Initially each class vote is a binary probability distribution rolling over all the action types. First we cyclically rotate this distribution B c times. Then a Gaussian noise σ is added, and the vote is assigned a new class id sampled according to this modified distribution. Figures 6(a) and (b) present the average F1-score for various levels of B c and σ. For σ = 0, ECHT produces 100% accurate predictions for all values of B c , as the error correcting map is able to control for systematic swap in the class ids. On the other hand, for standard HT the performance drops to 0% for non-zero values of B c (σ = 0). Complete reliance on the local votes explains this result as for B c > 0 every vote predicts a class id other than the true class. For increasing values of σ, the performances of both methods degrade.
B. Real-life Experiments
Real-life experiments are conducted using our in-house dataset that contains ego-centric depth videos collected from 26 subjects of different ethnic groups and ages. Some of the acquired hand data are with various accessories such as wrist watches, cords, rings, etc. For the training data, we collect from 15 subjects 240 long video sequences which contain 2518 single-action subsequences. For the testing data, we collect from another 11 subjects 60 long video sequences which contain 659 single-action subsequences. The lengths of the long video sequences varying from 500 to 2500 frames, while the length variation among the single-action subsequences from 7 frames up to 48 frames.
g) Action Recognition: Action recognition task is based on single-action video clips. As stated previously, our inhouse dataset contains 2518 training instances, and 659 testing instances of 16 action classes. The average F1 accuracy and standard deviation of the comparison methods are as follows: variants of our approach ECHT 96.18%±3.27%, ECHT-T 93.74%±7.86%, ECHT-C 88.40%±18.74%, the standard HT 87.89%±18.66%, as well as the HMM1 and HMM2 of 63.64%±23.57% and 57.16%±27.70%, respectively. Not surprisingly ECHT consistently overtakes the rest with a noticeable margin, which is followed by ECHT-T, ECHT-C, and standard HT, respectively, while HMM1 & HMM2 produce the least favorable results with much larger spread. The confusion matrix of our ECHT is further presented in Fig. 9 . h) Action Detection: Our training data contains 240 long video sequences (with 2518 foreground single-action subsequences), and the test data contains 60 long video sequences (with 659 foreground single-action subsequences) as mentioned previously, These sequences also contain various background daily actions, such using keyboard & mouse & telephone, reading, writing, drinking, looking around, etc. Performances of the comparison methods are shown in Fig. 8 , while Fig. 4 presents exemplar hand action detection visual results of our approach. Experimental results suggest that temporal error correction is a primary factor accounting for the performance gains, while class error correction play a relatively minor role. Moreover, although ECHT-C alone provides comparably small improvement, The combined usage of temporal and class error correction always leads to notable performance gain over the baseline method of standard HT. Moreover, our ECHT action detector is demonstrated being capable of robustly detecting the target actions from back- grounds. Fig. 7 shows several incorrect detection results, while more visual results are provided in the supplementary video files.
i) Size of error correcting map: As our approach contain several internal parameters, it is of interest to examine the performance robustness with respect to these parameters. We start by looking at the error correcting space, which is in our context a cubic space of δΛ, δΛ andŷ that are quantized into 8 × 8 × 16 sub-cubes. The quantization onŷ is related to the number of classes. We test the number of sub-cubes on δΛ and δΛ from 4 × 4 to 20 × 20. As in Fig. 10(a) , the hand action detection performance with respect to the size of the error correcting map is very stable. j) Number of Trees: We further investigate the performance variations with respect to the tree sizes in both T c and T r . As displayed in Fig. 10(b) , empirically the F1 score increases with the number of tree grows to 12, then the F1 scores remain largely unchanged despite the continuing increased number of trees. k) Perturbations of Hand Localization Results: As our approach includes a preprocessing step to localize hand position and orientation, the result of this step will inevitably influences the overall performance. To study its effect, we add random Gaussian noise as disturbance to the estimated hand location. As displayed in Fig. 11 , when the perturbation noise on position is lower than 10 mm, the performance (F1 score) remains relatively stable. When the noise reaches 15 mm and beyond, there starts to have a very noticeable performance drop. This is mainly due to the fact that the estimated hand position frequently falls outside the hand region onto the background when noise is larger than 15 mm. Nevertheless, in practice our hand location estimator can reliably locate the target in the hand region. It is also observed that empirically our approach is relatively more stable with respect to the disturbance of orientation when comparing to that the disturbance of positions. l) Running Time: Real-life experiments are performed on a desktop with Intel Core i7 CPU 3.20GHz and 24GB memory. Note that our code is not optimized, with only 1 core being used during the experiments. Table I shows the result of time profiling on our algorithm for a test video sequence.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
This paper describes an error correcting Hough forest approach to tackle the novel and challenging problem of hand action detection from mobile ego-centric depth sequence. Empirical evaluations demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach. For future work, we plan to extend our approach to address action detection scenarios beyond hand actions.
